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1 Non-standard spelling and computer-mediated communication (CMC) 

A somewhat surprising by-product of the rise of electronic communication has been the 
opening of a fairly large area of publicly visible written language that is within what Sebba 
(2003a) calls the partially regulated zone of spelling. This zone appears in synchronous 
media like instant messaging, chatrooms, and ICQ (‘I seek you’), and also in asynchronous 
ones like SMS text messages, blogs, email, and homepages. Unlike the most highly 
regulated zones of publishing, journalism, business, and school, the partially regulated 
zones allow non-standard spelling (but do not, like graffiti, require it). Hence both standard 
and non-standard spellings are available as resources for genre differentiation 
(Androutsopoulos 2006) and individual identity construction. Some electronic genres, like 
reviews on hip-hop chat pages, more or less demand standard spelling with its associations 
of seriousness, authority and adulthood, while others, like chat interaction and comments 
on homepages, allow the strategic use of non-standard spellings.  
 Sebba has the attractive term “rebellion spelling” for orthography that deliberately 
rejects the norm. It is rebellious because it rejects the conventions laid down by those in 
power, like schools, although of course it obeys the basic rules of sound-letter association 
of the language in which it is written. The word skool so spelled is a good example: as a 
more regular spelling than school it represents a justified protest against an unnecessary 
learning task.  
 Adapting and summarizing the classifications of Thurlow (2003) and Sa’adi & 
Hamdan (2005), one can say that non-standard spellings fall into the following classes, 
most of them well-established in telex, comic writing or literary dialect: 

1. Number/letter rebus (2B or not 2B, c u l8r m8).  
2. Clipping (HAVE = hav, FRIDAY = fri) 
3. Abbreviation (GOOD = gd, FROM = frm) 
4. Initialisms (btw, lol) 
5. Expressive respelling: orally (looong), or merely visually (luvvvvv) iconic 
6. Representation of colloquial spoken forms (BEING=bein, THE= da) 
7. Regularisation of irregular spelling (NIGHT = nite,nyt, BECAUSE = 

coz,cuz) 
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Some features of this type of orthography are not relatable to spoken language: clippings,  
abbreviations and initialisms, for example. Others are rather marginally related to speech, 
like expressive respelling: one can imagine that looooong represents an iconic lengthening 
in speech, but luvvvv ‘love’ seems to be purely visual emphasis.  Number/letter rebus 
involves representing the spoken form of words (c u stands for [si: ju:], whereas the 
initialism btw stands for written by the way), but is limited to a few syllables or syllable-
parts.  
 The classification above differs from those of Thurlow (2003) and Sa’adi & 
Hamdan (2005) mainly in categories 6 and 7, and these are the focus of this paper. For the 
purposes of the analysis below, I take all respellings which appear to represent all the 
phonemes of the target word (i.e. which are not clippings, initialisms, etc.), and put those 
which represent a marked (usually colloquial, non-standard or non-prestige, etc.) 
pronunciation in category 6, and those which represent a pronunciation similar to a 
“newsreading” version in category 7. It will be noted that some forms (like hav for HAVE) 
are inherently ambiguous between categories (here 2 and 7), and others have features of 
two categories. An example of the second case is cuz,  which has the “spoken” 
characteristic (i.e. category 6) of having dropped the initial unstressed syllable and the 
“respelling” one (i.e. 7)  of representing an unmarked pronunciation (/kʌz/) more directly 
than the standard orthography.  
 Respellings in category 6 often represent a sociolinguistic variable (Labov 1972) 
(the vs da, de), so that choice of a covert-prestige item allows one to present oneself as 
tough or cool or unconventional or socially rebellious, etc. Where there are potential 
different respellings in category 7 (cuz vs coz), they are often not sociolinguistically loaded 
but simply different in different varieties and the choice of spelling can lead to revelation of 
one’s actual internalised phonology.  
 Varying pronunciations of segments realised in the standard as dental fricatives are 
stereotyped features of covert-prestige varieties in many English-speaking countries, and at 
least in that sense sociolinguistic variables. For example, thought might appear with [f] in 
“Estuary” and with a voiceless stop in Irish vernacular, and the might appear with [d] in 
Afro-American Vernacular, London Jamaican and, again, Irish vernacular. By contrast, the 
pronunciation of because is not stereotyped or socially stratified but merely varies with 
variety. Most English varieties have a rounded vowel, most US ones an unrounded. 
 Rhoticity is a special case. In England both overt-prestige (RP) and covert-prestige 
(“Estuary”, “London Jamaican”, northern urban) varieties are non-rhotic, and rhotic accents 
are old-fashioned and insignificant, so rhoticity is not a sociolinguistic variable in most 
places. In Ireland all relevant accents are rhotic, so rhoticity is not a variable there either. 
However, in the US rhoticity is the overt-prestige norm and non-rhoticity is associated with 
at least one accent that has covert prestige in terms of youth and music culture – Afro-
American Vernacular English (AAVE). Rhoticity is definitely a sociolinguistic variable in 
this context, though the issue is complicated by a feeling that whites should not 
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“appropriate” AAVE as an identity marker (Ronkin & Karn 1999). The focus in this paper 
is on how homepages from various countries represent rhoticity.  

2 The investigation 

It is clear from descriptions of English-language and other CMC (Androutsoupolos 2006; 
Lee 2007; Thurlow 2003; Sebba 2003a, b) that it makes use of a mixture of standard 
spellings and others that represent colloquial or local pronunciations. It would be 
interesting to know how far this mix varies across English-speaking countries, and thus 
how far the trend represents a (small-scale!) break-up of English into local varieties and 
how far it is a global fashion producing a uniform global non-standard. This paper is an 
examination of comparable CMC texts from three areas to assess the degree of variation on 
the national level among their spelling patterns. The countries are the US, England (not the 
UK), and the island of Ireland.  
 The text type examined is the homepage (Karlsson 2002) as provided by the Bebo 
company, which is used by many very young people. Three sections of the homepage are 
included in the analysis. The first is personal details: age, gender, hometown, some 
comments on “what I like”, “what I hate”, etc. (often in non-standard spelling), and often 
quite extensive quotations in the form of quizzes, song lyrics, poetry or wise words (often 
in standard spelling). This is written/selected by the homepage owner and assumed to 
represent an individual or at least a persona/avatar representative of the location claimed 
under “hometown”. The second genre is comments: short observations, greetings, 
invitations, and postcard-like narratives from a variety of writers, some in standard 
orthography, some in varying degrees of non-standard. The third genre considered was the 
page owner’s blog. The Bebo format makes it possible to publish a blog on one’s page, but 
most are fairly short.    
 Thirty homepages each were selected from the US, England, and Ireland by the 
following method. Google searches were run on the domain bebo.com and the text extract 
l8r or l8a. This produced long lists of homepages which included some non-standard 
spelling, from many countries. Each page was opened in turn and those which recognisably 
named a hometown in one of the three target areas were selected. Those which did not 
contain more than 100 words of connected text, or which advertised a band rather than an 
individual were discarded. Selection from all three continued until thirty home pages had 
been found from one area; then selection from that area was continued with the remaining 
ones, until thirty texts had been found from each area. The 90 homepages were saved as 
text files to enable search with a concordancer.  
 The three sets of thirty texts were non-homogenous in a variety of ways. They were 
of different lengths. The writers (or their personae) varied in age, gender, maturity, and 
ethnicity, and so did the numerous writers of comments on each page, although the mix was 
similar across countries. Furthermore the roles adopted by the writers/personae varied from 
expert to friend to mocker and their choice of register varied following this. Finally one 
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could assume considerable linguistic variation within the geographical areas, between 
North and South in each of the US, England, and Ireland, for example.  
 On the basis of the accounts of Thurlow (2003) and Sa’adi & Hamdan (2005), I 
investigated a variety of features, including sociolinguistic variables like representations of 
-ing and of words beginning with th, and patterns of regularisation in because, what, laugh, 
and thought.  The focus in this article is on rhoticity in words like together, never, better, 
and later, (2getha, neva, etc.), and the corresponding spellings with r in words with /ɑ:/ and  
/ɔ:/ (thort, larf). 
  Using the AntConc program (Laurence 2006) I searched broadly to get an idea of 
the realisations of the target words that occurred in the texts. For example, a search on *??a  
produced all words of three or more letters ending in a, including both target forms like 
neva ‘never’ and non-target words like Africa and gonna/wuda.  The next search was for all 
representations of the target words in the corpus. The number of homepages using any 
representation (e.g. of NEVER) was noted, and also the number using each individual 
representation (e.g. neva, never, nva, nvr, nevah). This produced statistics like “9 
homepages from England using some form of NEVER; 9 of these using never, 4 using 
neva, 0 using nvr or nevah”. The number of texts with a given spelling could then be 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of texts with any instance of the word. The 
numbers of texts using a particular spelling were counted, rather than the numbers of cases 
of a spelling, because individual homepages are often highly repetitive, with contributors 
quoting one another, and including repeated logos or song lyrics, etc.  

3 General Results 

The findings are discussed in detail in Shaw (forthcoming). Broadly there are four 
categories.  Some spellings, like regularisations (to -ite or -yt) of -ight in might and night, 
show nothing about the spoken language represented, because there is no relevant variation 
in spoken forms, either in terms of style/formality or in terms of  local accent.  
 Secondly, some spellings show a persona with a colloquial style but no particular 
local or ethnic identity. The rhyme -ING is for example frequently spelled -in in all the text 
sets, and there are many instances of YOU spelled as ya rather than you or u, both 
representing a casual speech style without a particular geographical flavour. Some of these 
spellings can be related to established sociolinguistic variables, and others refer to normal 
connected-speech phenomena.  Figure 1 shows how evenly such representations can be 
spread. It gives the percentages of homepages (out of a total of 30 each) with each of 
several representations of YOU. Standard you, letter-name rebus u, and colloquial ya are 
almost equally frequent in all three areas, while ye (singular!) seems to be an Irish 
speciality.  
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Figure 1. Spellings of you 

A third group of spellings seem to reflect a wish to present a particular accent-identity, 
which may or may not be valid over a wide area. Stopped representations of voiced dental 
fricatives like da ‘the’ and dat ‘that’ presumably evoke African-American, London 
Jamaican or generally hip-hop pronunciation (Sebba 2003b) but occur in texts from all 
areas. By contrast, representations of voiceless dental fricatives like fink and tink ‘think’ are 
restricted: f-spellings (presumably representing a Southern English pronunciation of the 
“Estuary” type) occur in England and Ireland, while t-spellings are concentrated in Ireland, 
as one would expect from the prevalence of stops in such words in Southern Irish varieties. 
There is a kind of hierarchical pattern here, with putatively American forms everywhere, 
English forms in England and Ireland but not the US, and Irish forms not spreading beyond 
the island.  
 Up till now the focus has been on spellings which have long been the focus of 
stereotypes and literary dialect and where the regular spelling represents the standard 
phonology quite well. Hence choice of an alternate spelling is likely to be a deliberate 
strategy to represent a certain type of identity. But in the fourth group, words which have a 
school (standard) spelling at variance with their spoken form are regularised. Choosing to 
regularise these is itself a statement of attitude or identity – “rebellion spelling” – and 
where pronunciation varies across groups, it can also result in revelation of the spellers’ 
actual phonology. Thus spellings of WHAT as wot occur mainly in England and Ireland, 
while spellings with wut are exclusively American. The writers are representing themselves 
as people who spell rebelliously, in the process revealing features of their actual 
pronunciation (a rounded vowel in England, an unrounded in the US).  
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4 Rhoticity 

A word like LATER can be spelled later, l8r, lata or l8a. Several hypotheses could be 
advanced as to the representations to be found in homepages from the US, England, and 
Ireland: 
 
1. Writers represent their own variety, with non-rhotic representations concentrated in 
England and possibly among African-Americans (Pandey 2005). 
 
2. Rhoticity or its absence is only represented where its presence or absence is a covert-
prestige sociolinguistic variable or stereotype, as with Irish tink. In this case one would 
predict non-rhotic representations mainly by Americans adopting a “cool” hip-hop identity. 
 
3. A spelling trend is set by the highest-status and largest groups – first the Americans, then 
the English – and is then adopted more or less as a convention by others, as with da and 
fink. In this case a more or less regular set of spellings is used globally, whereas the other 
three hypotheses point to some localisation.  
 
4 Rhoticity or its absence is not deliberately represented but may be revealed by 
respellings, as with spellings of what. Such respellings would use r to represent vowel 
quality in words that do not contain /r/ in any variety, as in larf ‘laugh’.  
 
The search of the corpus on *??a produced many words ending in a, in some of which a 
corresponded to standard -er. Table 1 shows the number of websites (out of 30 in each 
case) with at least one word in which the rhyme ER at the end was represented by -a. 

Table 1. Number of texts with rhyme ER represented by a 

ER US England Ireland 
a 12 21 18 

The representation of ER as a occurs in all three countries, rather less in the US than in the 
other two, even though Figure 1 showed that a feature can potentially occur roughly equally 
in all three. An example from England is Jamie is lyk ma bstest m8 lyk eva ‘Jamie is, like, 
my best mate, like, ever’, which illustrates the self-parodic quality and zest for the 
colloquial of many contributions. 
 Table 2 shows the result of searching for all spellings of particular words, and gives 
the results in terms of the number and percentage of texts with a given form. The total 
number of homepages with any form is given after the area name.   
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Table 2. Numbers of texts with representations of some words with final ER 

BETTER US 13 England 10 Ireland 16 EVER US 21 England 12  Ireland 16 

better 13 (100) 6 (60) 11 (69) ever 21 (100) 9 (75) 16 (100) 
bet(t)a 0 5 (50) 5 (31) eva 4 (19) 5 (42) 3 (18) 
betr 0 0 1 (6) evr 1 (5) 0 2 (12) 
LATER US 30 England 30 Ireland 30 NEVER US 19 England 9 Ireland 17 
later 11 (37) 10 (17) 10 (33) never 18 (95) 100 100 
L8r 30 (100) 30 (100) 30 (100) neva 2 (10) 4 (44) 4 (23) 
L8a 0 1 (3) 0 nevr 0,0 0,0 1 (56) 
s-forms 
(laterz, etc.) 6.,7 10,0 0., TOGETHER US 7 England 6 Ireland 7 

lata 6,7 13,3 0,0 together 100,0 5 (83) 6 (86) 
latr 3,3 0,0 0,0 To/2 gev/tha 0,0 1 (16,7) 1 (14,3) 

Note that the method of selection guarantees that all texts will contain l8r or l8a. The 
pattern found for all word-final ER representations is generally replicated for each word, 
with some in all three areas, but more in England and Ireland than in the US. Table 3 gives 
the number of instances of words like over, ever, never, whatever in the three sets of texts. 
There are repetitions, but -a forms are more common in England, and this confirms the 
suggestion of the higher percentages in England in Table 2. 

Table 3. Numbers of instances of various spellings of ER 

ER US England Ireland  
*ver 134 77 122 
*vr 1 1 8 
*va 17 41 33 

These results can best be interpreted by noting that in the US the -a forms are most frequent 
in texts apparently written by African-Americans (as shown, for example, by the owner’s 
picture on the homepage). There were two unambiguous cases, and they included the forms 
eva, lata, nigga (both), otha, ova, unda, and whateva. The other -a forms spread over nine 
texts with two instances each of eva, gangsta, neva, ova, and one each of afta, lata, matta, 
memba, otha, rmba ‘remember’, sista, and wheneva. It is no surprise that only African-
Americans use nigga, nor that other Americans may be cautious about borrowing the covert 
prestige of forms associated with blacks (Ronkin and Karn 1999).  There is no similar 
ethnic concentration of forms in texts among the English and Irish homepages, and rather 
more use of -a forms overall. For the English, -er and -a are simply alternative ways of 
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spelling word-final shwa1, and -a is attractive not only because it is shorter and un-school-
like, but also because of the covert prestige carried over from US texts and association with 
hip-hop, London Jamaican, Ali G (Sebba 2003b), etc. The fairly extensive use of non-rhotic 
representations in the Irish texts might be surprising, but we must consider that purely 
English f spellings of thing, think, etc. are fairly common in Ireland too, and we can assume 
that a spelling that is fashionable in England is likely to be used in Ireland, regardless of its 
relation to pronunciation.  
 Table 4 shows that quite a different pattern can be found in r spellings of words in 
Wells’ (1983) THOUGHT and CALM lexical sets. Most writers use standard forms, and 
some in all three countries choose regularisations. But some English writers use well- 
established2 “rebellion spellings” with r and these only occur in England. Such spellings are 
merely bizarre to speakers of rhotic varieties – they could not connote any socially relevant 
pronunciation. In nearly all English varieties, however, fort and thort are unproblematic, if 
deliberately childish, regularisations of thought. On the other hand, the contrast between 
Northern [a] and prestige and general Southern [ɑ:] in laugh is a sociolinguistic variable so 
that laff may represent a covert-prestige pronunciation for many writers. But the issue is 
more complex, because larf is an established spelling to represent covert-prestige Southern 
(and Cockney) pronunciation.  

Table 4. Spellings of LAUGH and THOUGHT 

LAUGH US 12 England 12 Ireland 10 THOUGHT US 20 England 14 Ireland 16 
laugh 11 (92) 9 (75) 9 (90) thought 18 (90) 13 (93) 13 (81) 

laf(f) 2 (17) 4 (33) 3 (30) Respelling 
without r 3 (15) 3 (21) 5 (32) 

  0 0 2 (17) 0 fort, thort> 0 4 (29) 0 

In any case, spellings with r for words which do not have /r/ in any variety are confined to 
presumably non-rhotic English writers, and show no sign of spreading as a fashion from 
England to Ireland, unlike spellings with f for th or a for er. 

5 Conclusions 

There seems to be some limited support for hypothesis 1, that writers represent their own 
pronunciation. There are rather more -a representations of ER in England and among 
African-Americans than elsewhere, but such representations actually occur quite frequently 

                                                
1 To give an anecdotal example, as a non-rhotic seven-year-old I spelled my aunt Francesca’s  name 
Frankchesker and was much upset by my teacher’s denial that there was such a name.  
2 Only When I Larf is the title of a novel by Len Deighton (1963), and thort occurs as a schoolboy 
spelling in Geoffrey Williams’ How to be Topp (1956). 
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in all areas. Hypothesis 2, that rhoticity would only be represented where it is a 
sociolinguistic variable, can be rejected in favour of hypothesis 3, that a trend set in the US 
will spread. The way non-rhoticity is represented may have originated in the US and then 
been adopted in other areas as a cool and rebellious spelling convention. Thus there are 
clear cases where (non-)rhoticity is deliberately represented and hypothesis 4 is not 
supported, although there are some cases in which its second part is confirmed. Respellings 
like larf do indeed reveal non-rhoticity where it is not a sociolinguistic variable.   
 The balance of these data points to uniformity of spelling fashions with some local 
variation: as far as representation of rhoticity in computer-mediated communication goes, 
there is more globalisation than localisation in the glocalisation mix.  
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